
THAI resumes double daily London to Bangkok flights from October

Thai Airways has confirmed that it will resume its double-daily non-stop London to Bangkok 
service from October 25.

The Thai national carrier temporarily suspended night flights between London Heathrow and 
Bangkok Suvarnabhumi at the start of the month when it introduced the route’s only direct 
daily A380 service. 

But the addition of the Boeing 777 in the airline’s vacant TG917/916 slot means passengers 
will once again have two options a day when it comes to flying THAI between the two cities. 

TG917 will depart Heathrow’s Terminal 2 at 21:35pm, arriving in Bangkok at 16:00pm, while 
TG916 will depart Bangkok at 13.20pm, arriving in London at 19:35pm.

Thai’s B777-300ER includes 348 seats in two classes - 42 Royal Silk (Executive) Class and 
306 in Economy. Royal Silk seats provide a 180° fully-flat recline and a 15” personal AVOD 
interactive touch screen.

The A380-800 was introduced on July 01, with TG911 flying daily from Heathrow (T2) at 
12.30pm and arriving at Suvarnabhumi at 05.45am. TG910 departs Suvarnabhumi at 
01.10am daily, arriving at Heathrow (T2) at 07.15am.

The plane has 507 seats in three classes: 12 in Royal First Class, 60 in Royal Silk (Executive) 
Class, and 435 in Economy. 

THAI’s Economy Class occupies the whole of the lower deck and rear section of the upper 
deck.  Seats offer a generous 32” pitch, with 18” width. The 10.6” AVOD seatback touch 
screen provides an interactive system with virtually unlimited access for movies, information, 
music and gaming channels plus communications device connectivity and PC power point.  

The separate Royal Silk Class cabin contains 60 shell seats in a staggered layout for greater 
privacy and direct aisle access. Seats provide a 74” pitch. 20”width and 180° fully-flat 
recline. Each passenger has a 15” personal AVOD interactive touch screen, Wi-Fi, SMS and 
mobile communication access, plus in-seat PC Power point.



Royal First Class provides 12 compartment-style seats, offering greater privacy in a separate 
cabin, combined with the highest degree of personal service. Seats have an 83” pitch, 26.5” 
width and 180° fully-flat bed configuration. The 23” AVOD interactive touch screen 
entertainment and information system offers almost unlimited channels, plus there is full 
connectivity for Wi-Fi, mobile and SMS communications devices, with an in-seat PC Power 
outlet. Other exclusive facilities include spacious lavatory/dressing room, and Royal First 
Lounge on-board that serves as a multipurpose area.

Thai Airways International (THAI) is proud to have been flying from the UK for over 40 
years. It serves 61 destinations in 33 countries across five continents and is proud to be one 
of the largest airlines in South East Asia.  
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